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Objectives/Goals
I created a term called the "buoyancy factor." This means the percentage of what part of an object is
submerged under water. (Equation: b-a=c; d-b=e; c/e=%) I tested twelve different objects once in tap
water and once is salt water. I also made a taller cylinder so I could measure longer objects. Buoyancy
factors ranged from as high as 100% to as low as 4%. Objects that sank to the bottom did not have a
buoyancy factor simply because they are not buoyant.

Methods/Materials
Materials: The objects that you test and measure should all be about the same length such as: molding
clay; two different sizes of wood doweling; copper piping; a crayon; etc. You will also need the longer
graduated cylinder holding up to about 200 milliliters and a large amount of tap and salt water. The
method I used/created is the buoyancy factor. Fill the cylinder to the 150 milliliter line with tap or salt
water, drop an item in, take the measurement of where the water line is now, and subtract 150 from it.
Push the remaining part of the object to the water line which should rise once again, and subtract 150 from
that as well. Take those two numbers, make them a fraction, and turn that into a percentage.

Results
Each object had very different results in the tap and salt water. Nine out of the twelve items I used,
floated. Buoyancy factor percentages ranged from as high as 100% like the wax crayon, which sank all
the way to the 150 milliliter water line; and the lowest was the styrofoam with a buoyancy factor of 4%
and did not sink very much at all.

Conclusions/Discussion
Out of all the items that did not sink, I found buoyancy factors for each. I compared the factors with tap
water versus salt water. There were a few differences, but no dramatic changes. Objects made of the same
material, but were different sizes (wood) had the same buoyancy factors in tap water, but were not alike in
salt water. The three metals I  tested, all sank even though two of them were hollow. These objects did not
have buoyancy factors.

The "buoyancy factor" is a percentage that tells how much of an object is submerged in water.
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